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CANAL + loses one of its founders

André Rousselet, founder of CANAL+, passed away on 29 May
2016. He founded Canal+ in 1984.

The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

Mr Rousselet developed, with courage and success, a totally new
concept of television which is still an example of vision, innovation
and modernity. His image and his story will long remain in the
memories of an entire generation.
Read more

Mediaset España acquires EURO 2016 rights

Mediaset España secures rights to show 23 games of the
forthcoming UEFA European Championship which will be held in
France starting from June 10. The Euro 2016 games will be available
on Mediaset España free-to-air television channels and over its
Internet services. The package includes all matches involving the
Spanish national team, the opening match and the final stages of the
tournament.
Reads more

M6 launches M6 Bank

M6 Video Bank is the new online platform of Group M6, created for
audiovisual and media professionals. This new platform permits
viewers to access and view online and on demand images, coming
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from an audiovisual catalog containing over 20 000 hours of digitised
images and a selection of 10,000 accessible online videos.
Read more

Sky and Sony Pictures Television announce a
pan-European movies agreement

Sky and Sony Pictures Television have announced their first panEuropean film deal. This agreement will cover linear and VoD
services from Sky in Germany, Austria, United Kingdom, Ireland and
Italy. Viewers will be able to watch movies whenever and wherever
they want on any mobile and tablet device including through Europe's
biggest mobile TV service, Sky Go.
Read more
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